
The shoal waters of the Norfolk and Suffolk Broads hold 
a lasting attraction for many sailors. Dick and Penny 
Mace became familiar figures on the rivers in their 

Broads cruiser Cirrus – see W14 – which they launched in 
1981. Cirrus is a pretty boat and was quite advanced for her 
day. Landamore's cold moulded her 33’ (10m) hull to Andrew 
Wolstenholme's design. She is not only a blend of traditional 
appearance with modern underwater profiles but she's quick 
too. Her composite construction produced a hull that was 
around a ton (1016kg) lighter than the traditional equivalent. 
Dick and Penny later sold Cirrus to explore new horizons 
but 25 years later, the couple felt the urge to return to their 
home waters. 

Andrew painstakingly reproduced his original hand-drawn 
lines of Cirrus in a 3D CAD programme, which enabled 
moulds and bulkheads to be accurately cut by CNC. Dick's 
family business is Marine & Industrial LLP of Worstead in 
Norfolk, distributors of WEST SYSTEM epoxies for Wessex 
Resins and Adhesives Ltd. Dick had been nurturing a hope 
that the new boat might also take its place in the annals of 
yacht construction and Penny had already named her India.

Innovative techniques
They had decided on a wood/epoxy composite construction 
when David Johnson, WRA’s Technical Operations Manager, 
mentioned to Dick and his son Robin that he'd been 
developing a system of Epoxy Resin Infusion specifically  for 
modern wood-composite construction. Infusion involves 
sealing the hull and reinforcement material with a clear 
nylon bag. A vacuum pump removes the atmosphere which is 

The vacuum infusion technique 
has gained ground in GRP 

yacht manufacture 
but until now, it has not been used 

on modern wooden craft. 
Jamie Campbell reports from the sharp 

end of boatbuilding technology.
With photographs by the author.

Epoxy Innovation

Cirrus designed – and photographed – by Andrew Wolstenholme
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gradually replaced by low-viscosity epoxy resin. At the time, 
this infusion process of sheathing a wooden boat was, we 
think, unique, though with David's advice it has now been 
used successfully at the Boat Building Academy.

Paul Bown had fitted out Cirrus' hull in the last century 
and was again summoned for the new boat. Paul is a quiet, 
immensely skilled boatbuilder of some considerable local 
repute. The new hull was to be built from ¾” (18mm) 
western red cedar strip-plank, machined with a tongue and 
groove profile. Once the MDF moulds, plus keel, stem and 
beam-shelf had been set up on a strongback, the cedar strip 
was ready for bonding with Pro-Set 175-275 thixotropic 
epoxy adhesive. This is supplied in cartridge format with a 
special mixing nozzle that applies premixed epoxy direct 
from the cartridge. While the adhesive cured, the cedar 
strips were held in place with polymer nails, fired from a 
compressed-air nail gun. These plastic nails not only enabled 
the hull to be faired with a plane but they broke easily with 
a sharp knock from a mallet, when it was time to remove the 
hull from the MDF frames. The remains of polymer nails can 
happily remain in the wood without implication.  

When Paul was content the hull was fair, the glass cloth 
was held in position with a light application of spray glue; 
just sufficient to keep it in place. A 450 gsm, 45˚ biaxial 
cloth was laid longitudinally, with no overlaps or joints 
to provide continuous reinforcement and better rigidity. 
A comparable hand lay-up of a similar hull would usually 
involve wrapping glass cloth from gunwale to gunwale 
requiring joints around 3-4’ (1-1.2m) apart, all of which 
requires time-consuming fairing.  

The specialists were unaware that a glass laminate had 
been infused directly on to a wooden structure before and 

Above: The CNC-cut moulds erected and taped to prevent the 
strips sticking, planking begins.
Left: Dick Mace applies the Pro-Set 175-275 epoxy to the 
cedar strips with the pneumatically-powered dispenser.
Below:  Paul Bown and David Johnson locate the biaxial 
sheathing with a light spray glue on the bare hull.
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were keen to show it was feasible. There were a number of 
reasons for the experiment; although one of them wasn't 
price! Hand lay-up is time consuming, messy work which 
only rarely provides a consistent finish. To obtain the desired 
film thickness of epoxy on the hull, all the coats must be 
applied within a relatively short window of time; basically 
while the epoxy is just touch dry. In practice this means 
an early start and a late finish – without breaks. The time 
window for re-coating is short and when it's missed, the 
epoxy has to be allowed to cure fully; the amine wax cleaned 
from the surface with warm soapy water and the surface 
abraded... removing some of the epoxy just lovingly applied. 

Peel ply, a nylon fabric which resists adhesion was placed 
on top of the glass reinforcement, with a red release film 
on top of the peel ply. The release film is made with a large 
number of little holes to allow a vacuum and permit the 
resin through to the glass cloth. Next, the hull was covered 
with a blue Mylar distribution mesh. Getting the resin 
distribution right is key to the whole process. The grey strips 
on the distribution mesh are made from Gore-Tex and fitted 
where the vacuum is applied. A series of plastic infusion 
pipes were laid over the hull to distribute the resin evenly. 
The final part of this stage was covering the whole hull with 
a clear, nylon vacuum bag. 

It’s in the bag
When all the distribution mesh and vacuum bag were fitted 
and the team was happy there were no airleaks, it was a 
case of turning on the taps and making sure the supply of 
epoxy was topped up. Once a vacuum had been established, 

Above: Testing the vacuum with embossed red bagging film. 

Below left upper: The distribution mesh in position. The grey 
Gore Tex strips act as a vacuum manifold.

Below left lower: David and Paul fit the clear vacuum bag. 
Note pipes leading to the access points for the epoxy resin.

Below: Close-up of the vacuum bag showing an access point 
for the resin at the transom.
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Pro-Set 125/226 laminating resin was introduced to 
the hull. This resin combines a 2 hour 'open' time with 
a viscosity suitable for resin infusion and fully cures 
at room temperature. The actual infusion process took 
a maximum of 2 hours and was almost stress free. 
Consumables – pipes, bag film, distribution mesh... – came 
to no more than £100 and the following day; everything 
beyond the glass reinforcement was removed and skipped.

When using Infusion as part of a boat manufacturing 
process, the design team is able to calculate precisely 
how much epoxy will be required and the process is easily 
repeatable to obtain a consistent result, something which 
is almost impossible with hand layup. Despite this, there is 
a lot of epoxy wastage in the distribution mesh and pipes, 
estimated at around 100%. Total epoxy usage for reinforcing 
India's hull came out at 48kg. Two people infusing a hull 
of this size using this amount of epoxy still compares 
satisfactorily with a team of 4, employed for 15 hours to 
complete a conventional hand layup. With these savings and 
the consistent precise finish, Infusion is likely to become a 
process that many boatbuilders will consider in the future. 

Final fairing
The Peelply layer leaves an embossed print of the weave 
and a textured surface, similar to flattening by hand. It also 
removes any amine wax, so no further preparation is required 
before filling and fairing. WEST System 407 Low Density Filler 
– known as microballoons – was mixed into WEST System 
105/205 epoxy and screeded over the external surface of 
the hull to permit a final fairing, prior to priming. Before 
India's construction, the porosity of wood had always been a 
deterrent to this process but her new hull demonstrates not 
only that weight can be reduced in the build, time and effort 
is also saved and an accurate calculation of resin volumes 
made possible. When the completed hull was removed from 
the moulds and righted, the immense strength and resistance 
to twisting of wood/epoxy composite construction quickly 
became obvious.
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Top left: Final checks on the bag and 
the resin access points.
Inset: Vacuum!
Top right: Keeping epoxy levels 
adequately topped up was a prime 
consideration. Pots were everywhere!
Below: A suspension of microballoons 
in resin was screeded over the entire 
hull for a last fairing. After abrasion, 
the waterlines were marked in, prior to 
giving the hull an initial coat of paint. 
Facing top: Old tractor technology 
turns India the right way up.
Facing page below: Robin Mace coats 
the interior of the beautifully strip-
planked hull with epoxy.
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It's easy to underestimate the time required for fitting 
out any boat but it does seem likely that India may gain her 
independence this season.   

Further Technical Information
David Johnson, Wessex Resins & Adhesives Ltd, 
Cupernham House, Cupernham Lane, Romsey SO51 7LF
Tel: +44 (0)1794 521111
www.wessex-resins.com

Robin Mace, Marine & Industrial LLP 
Station Road, North Walsham NR28 9RZ 
Tel: +44 (0)1692 406822 
www.marineindustrial.co.uk

Now she's the right way up, India's ready for more of 
Paul Bown's expert attention. The interior of the hull was 
immediately fully coated with WEST System 105 resin 
mixed with 207 hardener. This mixture provides a level of 
protection from ultra-violet and leaves hardly any amine wax 
after hardening. The inside of the hull now displays all the 
loveliness of well-made strip-planking and is always going 
to be a joy to see. The floors are fitted, together with ½” 
(12mm) bulkheads of oak veneered gaboon marine ply.  The 
softwood deck beams are largely in position and her decks 
will be 3/8” (10mm) WBP ply sheathed with 200 gsm woven 
glass for additional rigidity. India's tiny Beta inboard engine 
stands in the corner ready for installation in her forepeak and 
'cheesed up' sections of her deadwood are being prepared. 
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